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Did you know that spider silk is five times as strong as steel wire of the same 

gauge? Together, spider silk threads form a solid web from which the spider has full 

control of its surroundings. This is why we have named our newest innovation after 

this smart insect: The Spider! Just like the well-known PipeFeeder and the L’port 

closing gate, the Spider is central to Hanskamp’s solutions.

By successfully introducing the Spider in the Netherlands last year, we have taken 

another major step in the modernisation of automatic concentrate dispensing. For 

all information on the Spider, please refer to page 4.

Find inspiration! This brochure includes all of Hanskamp products, including the 

starting price per product. Are you looking for a custom price? Please contact your 

dairy equipment dealer or use the Hanskamp Configurator to compile your desired 

product at www.hanskamp.nl/en/configurator. You can also request a quote 

from our sales support team.

On behalf of Team Hanskamp

Kind regards,

Henk Hanskamp

Director
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The Spider is the feeding computer at the centre of it all.

Similar to how a spider strategically sits in its web and keeps

an eye on everything, the Spider keeps everything running

in your shed. The Spider is Hanskamp’s feeding system for

automatically dispensing concentrate to individual animals in

the milking parlour or feed station. By feeding automatically

and accurately, the Spider contributes to a good business

return.

The Spider saves you money by working with your existing 

transponders and only requiring one or a few control boxes. 

The SpiderAntenna can read out almost all conventional 

RFID transponders with a frequency between 115 and 140 

kHz. This makes it possible to read out all commonly used ear, 

leg and neck mounted tags.

The Spider is easy to use. It is equipped with the latest 

software, developed by our own technicians. As a result, the 

system is logical and user-friendly. The Spider can set up its 

own Wi-Fi network, allowing the system to be accessed by 

smartphone, tablet or computer. Dairy farmers can easily 

consult or adjust the system on the spot. The input and 

exchange of data can be done manually or automatically using 

a Taurus connection with your management program. 

The Spider consists of one central computer, the SpiderServer. 

The system can be extended with up to 98 additional units, 

the SpiderClients. Both the SpiderServer and the SpiderClient 

can read out sixteen antennas and operate sixteen feed 

dispensers within a ten-metre range. 

New: SpiderTag!

SPIDER
THE USER-FRIENDLY FEEDING COMPUTER

IN-PARLOUR FEEDING FEEDSTATION

Reads out all commonly used 
tags!

 Simple and user-friendly to operate

 Reads out all commonly used tags

 Accessible by smartphone, tablet or computer

 Can be linked to your management program

SpiderServer € 4,253.00

Controls up to sixteen feed dispensers within a ten-metre range. 

Power supply and cables included.

Does not include SpiderAntenna, € 225.75 per unit. 
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At six o’clock in the morning, when the dew is still forming in 

the meadow, Kees Verkley’s 100 dairy cows are already waiting 

to be milked. They look forward to entering the milking 

parlour because that is where they are fed their concentrate. 

Feeding in the milking parlour has been fully automated since 

mid-2018. Verkley’s milking parlour has been expanded to 2x9 

positions, each equipped with MultiFrames and PipeFeeders 

which are controlled by the Spider feeding computer. 

Verkley: “Ever since we started feeding in the milking parlour 

with the PipeFeeders and the Spider, milking has been 

running extremely smoothly. Configuring the settings for the 

feed curves in the Spider program was done in a jiffy. As the 

milking parlour is the only place the cows receive pellets, I am 

very happy with the individual station recognition. Each cow 

receives the right amount of pellets, and it’s fully automated. 

I don’t have to worry about it anymore and can focus all my 

attention on milking.

The PipeFeeder feed dispensers are brilliant. Self-service for 

cows is a thing of the past. They have quickly learnt that they 

cannot have more than is dispensed and are a lot calmer in 

the milking parlour. I check the notification list while having 

my morning coffee after milking. But I have seldom seen a 

cow that has not finished her feed.”

The experience of

KEES VERKLEY

IN-PARLOUR
FEEDING

PipeFeeder ·  IMPROVED 8

PipeFeeder HighSpeed & Dump 10

MultiFrame 11
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 New!  Also for raw mixtures

 Accurate dispensing

 Quiet and dust-free 

 Shorter milking times, improved  

 milk yield, and more peace

The PipeFeeder is the ideal concentrate dispenser for 

milking parlours, feed stations, or milking robots. Cows fed 

during milking are happy to enter the milking parlour and 

have improved milk flow, because the hormone oxytocin is 

produced in abundance. Oxytocin levels must remain high 

for optimum milk yield. Our PipeFeeder responds perfectly 

to this, because the PipeFeeder constantly provides small 

amounts of feed during milking. This helps keep cows’ 

attention on the feed trough, keeping them calm until milking 

is complete.  

The PipeFeeder has a unique 3-in-1 concept, consisting of a 

dispenser, supply of concentrate, and drop tube. Thanks to 

the new and improved mechanism, the PipeFeeder allows for 

both pelleted concentrate and raw material blends. Thanks to 

the limited drop height between the dispensing opening and 

feed trough, the PipeFeeder is quiet and dust-free.

The anti-spill dispensing system prevents cows from being 

rewarded for bumping into the station. This creates more 

peace in the milking parlour. Peace in the milking parlour 

ensures improved milk production and more job satisfaction 

for the livestock farmer. 

PIPEFEEDER ·  IMPROVED!

NON-SPILLING FEEDER

PipeFeeder linked to Spider* € 943.52

PipeFeeder linked to extern cow recognition* € 484.70

PipeFeeder stand-alone individual* € 844.93

PipeFeeder stand-alone batch* €  601.77

PipeFeeder for feed station / milking robot € 444.72 

* Prices are per milking point and based on a 2x8 milking parlour. Mounting hardware 

included.

The PipeFeeder is also 
very successful in the 
feed station or the 
milking robot!
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The PipeFeeder Dump is installed under one or two PipeFeeder 

HighSpeeds at a fixed point in the carousel. The feed from the 

PipeFeeder(s) collects in the PipeFeeder Dump’s storage tube. 

The dump valve empties the entire storage tube at a rate of 2 

kg/sec, without spilling. The PipeFeeder Dump is available in a 

1-kg version for goats or a 4-kg version for cows. 

 Fits in every rotary

 Efficient feeding without waste

 Robust stainless steel dispenser

PipeFeeder HighSpeed short (1146 mm) € 654.21

PipeFeeder Dump (4 kg) € 870.67

MULTIFRAME

MultiFrame is the robust and practical milking parlour frame, 

which meets the requirements of the modern dairy farmer 

who wishes to feed in the milking parlour. The MultiFrame 

has an open design and a perforated stainless steel feeding 

trough. This unique feeding trough has a perforated bottom 

that works like a sieve. This ensures that any water from 

cleaning the milking parlour drains away immediately. The 

feed trough also has an optimal shape and size, adapted to 

the cow’s nose. Cows do not throw feed out of the bowl!

Stainless steel feeding manger

30°
€ 176.93

40° - 50°
€ 227.38

60°
€ 227.38

70°
€ 234.87

Mounting hardware included. Does not include PipeFeeder and mounting bolts.

 Suitable for all possible angles (30° - 70°)

 Automatic cleaning water runoff

 Quick and easy assembly

CONCENTRATE DISPENSER FOR 
ROTARY’S

A rotary feeder for cows or goats must be able to dispense 

concentrate quickly and precisely. That is what the PipeFeeder 

HighSpeed does! The discharge is extremely fast: up to a maximum of 

20 kg of pellets per minute. If you need to be able to discharge larger 

amounts or multiple types of feed, you can add a second PipeFeeder 

or/ and a PipeFeeder Dump!

PIPEFEEDER 
HIGHSPEED

PIPEFEEDER DUMP

HERRINGBONE MILKING PARLOUR FRAME 

Moisture drains immediately
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Healthy cows are a priority, according to Christian Klein 

Koerkamp. Together with his wife Sanne, he owns a dairy farm 

with 100 dairy cows and 40 heads of young cattle. Since early 

2017, he has four Spider-controlled walk-in FeedStations in 

his shed.  

Klein Koerkamp: “Healthy cows means less work for me 

and it is cheaper. As a dairy farmer, you often have little or 

no influence on the revenue side of your business. But I can 

manage my feed costs. Partly thanks to the accuracy and 

dependability of the Spider, I know exactly how much I feed 

and how much it costs me.  All cows are properly taking in 

their concentrate. That proves to me that the cows feel safe 

in the walk-in FeedStations. The concentrate intake is so good 

that I sometimes almost forget to check the notification list.  

If I see that my animals are healthy and happy, I am a happy and 

satisfied dairy farmer. And when everything runs smoothly, I 

have more time for other activities such as guided tours of 

my company or helping with technical developments such as 

Spider.”

 

FEEDSTATION
FeedStation walk-through 16

FeedStation walk-in 18

L’port closing gate 19 

MultiDos & MultiFill 20

Black-V ·  IMPROVED 22

The experience of

CHRISTIAN KLEIN KOERKAMP
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FEEDSTATION
WALK-THROUGH
THE COW-FRIENDLY WALK-
THROUGH FEED STATION 

Its cow-friendly design makes the FeedStation walk-through the feeding station of the future. 

This unique feed station has been designed so the cow can enter and leave the FeedStation 

walk-through forwards. This prevents unnatural movements, stress, and damage to the legs.

Cows feel safe in the FeedStation walk-through. Closing off the feed station allows the cow 

to eat her feed without being rejected or driven out. Leaving the feed station forwards is 

better for the cow. By leaving at the front, she can immediately defend herself with her head. 

When a cow walks out of the FeedStation at the front, another cow can immediately walk in 

via the rear. This results in an optimal cow traffic. Three second switches are not an exception. 

Count your profits!

 Faster and friendlier cow switches

 Optimal cow traffic

 Ideal for pasturing

FeedStation walk-through, one type of feed € 5,277.60

FeedStation walk-through, two types of feed € 5,768.53

Mounting hardware included. Management system not included. See page 4 for 

Spider.

Expand your FeedStation with 
multiple PipeFeeders or a MultiDos 
liquid dispenser!

 17
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L’PORT CLOSING GATE

FEEDSTATION WALK-IN

The robust FeedStation walk-in features an open design, 

allowing the cow to stay in contact with the rest of the 

herd. The FeedStation is equipped with a PipeFeeder, the 

concentrate dispenser with the ingenious non-spilling 

dispensing system - by default. The non-spilling system 

ensures that bumping against the dispenser is not rewarded, 

making it a thing of the past! The PipeFeeder combined with 

the Spider allows you to feed even more accurately. For more 

information on the Spider, please refer to page 4.  

The FeedStation walk-in fits in any shed and is easy to expand. 

Complete your FeedStation with an extra feed dispenser 

(page 8), an L’port (page 19) or MultiDos (page 20).

UNIVERSAL AND MODULAR FEED STATION  

FeedStation walk-in, one type of feed € 1,696.44

FeedStation walk-in, two types of feed € 2,191.78

Mounting hardware included. L’port and management system not 

included. See page 4 for Spider.

PROTECTION OF COWS IN THE 
FEED STATION
The L’port closing gate is a pneumatic gate that closes off the entrance of the feed 

station. The main benefit of a pneumatic gate in comparison to a mechanical gate 

is that cows can no longer occupy the feed station unnecessarily. This ensures 

the feed station has no loss of capacity and all cows have the opportunity to take 

in their required amount of feed. An additional benefit is that the gate works by 

moving upwards, hardly taking up any space and ensuring that cow traffic remains 

unhindered.

The L’port closing gate securely closes off the feed station. Lower-ranked cows can 

no longer be rejected from the feed station. The L’port closing gate guarantees that 

every cow is able to consume her concentrate in peace. The gate also prevents 

any damage to the udders and rear legs. An L’port closing gate provides peace in 

the entire shed!

 Better feed intake

 Fits every brand and type of  

 feed station

 Udders are fully protected  

 from bumping cows

 Can be linked to any type of management system

 Open design

 Includes PipeFeeder concentrate dispenser

L’port closing gate € 1,496.64 
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MULTIDOS 
AUTOMATIC DISPENSING LIQUIDS

20

“Experience has shown a high liquid product intake in cows 
when it is administered over their concentrate.”

A cow close to calving uses a lot of energy, but due to a 

smaller stomach volume, maximum feed intake is not 

possible. A solution to prevent a negative energy balance is  

to administer liquid energy individually.  This ensures that the 

cows start up more easily and reach the production curve 

sooner. 

Automatically administering individual and exact liquids 

is easily done with the MultiDos. The MultiDos connects 

directly to your feed station or milking robot as a 2nd, 3rd 

or 4th type of food. The MultiDos always fits, no matter the 

brand of feed station or milking robot.

Using the MultiDos HighSpeed, liquids can be dispensed in 

the milking carousel. For more information, please contact 

our sales support team.

MULTIFILL
Thanks to the MultiFill, the MultiDos does not need to 

be refilled manually. The MultiFill is a self-priming pump 

that automatically fills the MultiDos container from the 

storage tank.  The MultiFill can refill containers over a 

distance up to 75 meters. Combine the MultiDos and the 

MultiFill to take work off your hands.

 Fit and healthy cows

 No stress during administration

 Individual dispensing, connected to the feeding computer

MultiDos pump in housing € 583.85

MultiDos container (34 L) with 1 pump € 759.81

MultiDos container (34 L) with 2 pumps € 1,271.49

MultiDos HighSpeed € 2,109.22

MultiFill € 710.63 

Mounting hardware included. Float set (€ 48.08 per unit) not 

included.
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 Online

 Quick and easy

 Calculations and 3D images included

 Free and without obligation

www.hanskamp.nl/en/configurator

COMPILE YOUR PRODUCT 
ONLINE USING THE ONLINE 
DESIGN STUDIO

BLACK-V ·  IMPROVED!

COMPACT POWDER DISPENSER
A powder dispenser must be able to accurately dispense small amounts. That is 

exactly what the Black-V does, the perfect dispenser for meal, powder or crumble. 

Depending on the portioning end cap and the thickness of the auger, the Black-V 

dispenses portions of 5 or 15 grams. Like all other Hanskamp solutions, the Black-V 

is anti-spill. Bumping against the dispenser is a thing of the past.

The Black-V is perfect for smaller areas in the feed station or milking robot. If 

there is enough space, the Black-V can be expanded with a 28 L storage container. 

The transparent plastic container makes it easy to check the concentrate supply at 

a glance. For more options or if you have any questions, please feel free to contact 

our sales support team.

 New! Suitable for powder  

 dispensing

 5 or 15 grams per portion

 Anti-spill and accurate

 Interesting in DeLaval feed  

 station or milking robot

HANSKAMP 
CONFIGURATOR

Black-V € 381.04
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TAILORED ADVICE NEWSLETTER
Feel free to contact us for a quote or any specific questions. Our sales 

support team will be happy to help you find a suitable solution for your 

specific situation.

For a custom solution, you can also create your own product (including 

pricing and 3D views) at: www.hanskamp.nl/en/configurator. 

Disclaimer: 
Although the contents of Hanskamp’s brochure have been compiled with the utmost care, Hanskamp 
AgroTech BV accepts no liability for direct or indirect damages resulting from mistakes or errors in 
this brochure. No rights can be derived from the information in this brochure. The information and 
prices in this brochure are not binding and may be changed at any time without notification. The prices 
in this brochure are product prices. Service and maintenance are not included.

Hanskamp AgroTech BV reserves all intellectual property rights and other rights related to all 
information provided through this brochure (including all text, graphics, logos, etc.). Reproduction or 
distribution of this brochure, or parts thereof, is not allowed without the written permission of 
Hanskamp AgroTech BV.

The company names and product names mentioned in this brochure are trademarks of their 
respective owners. The display of third party brand names in this brochure is intended to support the 
reader’s information. Hanskamp AgroTech BV tries to reproduce third parties’ trade marks objectively, 
not to make a distinction between trade marks and not to infringe the trade mark rights. 

All legal relationships with Hanskamp AgroTech BV or affiliates, in which Hanskamp AgroTech BV 
operates as seller of goods and/or supplier of services, are subject to the general terms of delivery. 
These terms will be sent free of charge upon first request. By using the information provided through 
this brochure, the user declares to be in agreement with the applicability of this disclaimer.

INNOVATION FOR

DAIRY FARMING
WORLDWIDE

Broekstraat 17

7009 ZB Doetinchem,

The Netherlands

phone +31 314 - 393 797 

fax +31 314 - 393 826

 

email info@hanskamp.nl 

internet www.hanskamp.nl/en

Would you like to stay informed about 

Hanskamp’s innovations? Register for our 

newsletter at:

www.hanskamp.nl/en/newsletter.

Robin Franken ·  Sales supportRoeland Kleine ·  Sales support


